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_Review.ofC/NC
Option Continues
by

analyzed since they are the most recent.
The credit-no credit option,which allows
The Scholarship Committee is scheduled
students to take up to 12credits of graded
" to meet today to further consider limiting,
courses on a credit-no credit basis, has
or possibly eliminating the credit-no credit
come under fire recently from several
option for NLC students. The committee
faculty members who say the option
met last Friday but did not come to a
'encourages poor performance by students
decision on the matter.
in class and allows some students to
Assistant Dean Ed Potts, Chair of the
'artificially maintain high grade point
Scholarship Committee, indicated that the
averages (GPAs). Prof. Tersa Schwartz
.. committee wanted to look at data before
has proposed reducing the option to four
making any recommendations. "We want
credits. Prof. Peter Raven-Hansen .has
to find out just how many people are
suggested that the option be eliminated
. electing to take various graded courses as
altogeher,
:.. credit-no credit;" he said. TherEfha:dtleen--"
According to Kim Dunovan,one of three
speculation, but,Potts said, the committee
student members on the committee, there
wanted some facts to examine.
is also a move underway to consider
Potts said that he would be gathering the
limiting the exercise of the credit-no credit
information for the committee. He said
optionto thefirstfour weeks of classes if it
records from the Class of 1983would be
to page 5
Christopher

Stock '
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Trustee's to Vote on
Night School Proposal
by

"As

Recent Library Thefts
Revive Old Concerns
The recent rash of thefts from the NLC
library has generated complaints that the
security in Burns Hall is failing to provide
adequate protection against the entry of
unauthorized persons. In .a recent threeday period, three wallets and one
"Walkman"-style radio were claimed to
be lost or stolen. On one of those evenings
theUniversity Security guards questioned,
but released, a man found in the librarywithout G.W. identification. The man
claimed he was waiting for a friend.
Is there a security problem at Burns?
Are precautions being taken ,to lessen the
likelihood of .future crimes? Reportedly
the law school buildings will be fitted with
a magnetic-card access system, but what
can students do in the meantime to guard
their valuables?

O'Reilly

The night school isn't buried yet. The
University's Board of Trustees has yet to
vote on the proposal to eliminate the night
school and last ditch efforts are being
made by students to block its passage.
While rumor has it that board approval
will be a mere rubber stamp to Dean
Barron's
and
the
faculty's
recommendation, the 8BA and the GW
Student Association (GWU8A) are
Iobbyingboard members-to vote against
the proposal.
Burns is currently policed by a staff of
security guards employed by the entire'
If funds are available, SBA will be
university. If a problem arises QIl campus,
sending each board member a package of
these guards are authorized to arrest a .
all the materials' generated by the'
suspect, if necessary,and hold him until,
'proposal, said Ken Woolcott, SBA night
D.C. police can arrive. It is not unusual for'
vice president. In the alterna tive, we may
the guards to detain an individual
". ask law students to write letters to the
trespassing on university property and to
board members, he said.
warn such individual of the offense. The
Bob Guarasci, president of GWUSA,is
officers may, also request the person to
working with the SBA in organizing a
sign a form stating he has been so notified
reception for~the board members 9 a.m.
and warned that, if apprehended on
March 15. "We are hoping 'the members
.university property a second time, he is
will come and speak with the law students
subject to possible prosecution.
before they vote," said Guarasci. All
Such was the case with the man found in
members have committee meetings at 10
the Burns Library. According to Sgt.
a.m. and then will go to the board meeting
Taylor of University Security, he was seen
at 1 p.m., where they will vote on the
in the library about three hours after the
proposal, said Guarasci.
radio was taken. He was not wearing the
According to Uoyd H. Elliott, GW
president, the March 15, 1 p.m. board
same clothes as the man who reportedly
. meeting, at which the proposal will be
to page 3

they say, "You can't always get what you want." See coffee story on page 5.

by Doug Pfrang

Kathleen

presented, will be dosed to non-board
members. Guarasci is seeking permission
from Glen A. Wilkinson,chair of the board,
to allow a presentation by an opponent of
the proposal.
_
Elliott said all viewpoints on the
proposal should be sent to the university's
Committee on Academic Affairs, which
will consider' the proposal at its March 15
10 a.m. meeting. Accordingto Elliot, the
committee will review the proposal and
then, should it decide to, will present it to
the board for a vote. He said while the
committee has the option of holding the
see page 8

Anthony C~rli

c-.

Anthony Carli, a third-year student at
the National Law Center, died tragically
on Saturday, March 3,1984as a result of
injuries he received when he fell from the
porch of his apartment.
.
He was buried earlier this week in St.
Petersburg, Florida. The father of another
third-year st1!!lentattended the funeral as
a representative of the NLC ~tudents.
A memorial service willbe held for Tony
on Saturday, March 10, at St. John's
Church on Lafayette Square, 1525H Street
NW.The service will begin at 11:30a.m .
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Pre-Reg istration

Careful Preparation Urged
by Julie Riley

Pre-registration for next fall and spring
began, on Wednesday and Thursday for
those expecting to graduate in 1985 .. All
other students will prepregister
the
Monday and Tuesday after spring break,
March 26 and 27. It will take place from 11
a.m, to 6 p.m. in Stuart Hall Student
Lounge, which is on the first floor.
By now everyone should have received'
in the mail a letter explaining the process
and listing the available courses. The
administration asks that students read the
. materials carefully 'and prepare well in
advance, to avoid unnecessary confusion
and last minute problems. Mrs: Free
sympathizes, agreeing that the process is
tedious, but asks students to be patient,
especially since the time, space, and
manpower will be limited.
In order to accommodate the needs of
graduating
students, they have first
choice, Courses which have been filled up
by these students will be indicated by
March 16. On April 2, notices will be posted
detailing any oversubscribed
courses,
allowing changes on pre-registration
forms on April 3. Preference will be given
to those graduating earliest, and after that
by simple lottery.
Students .are urged to make course
selections for both the fall and spring at
this time. Pay particular attention to class
times and examination periods; do not
schedule classes which conflict in either
. capacity. It has been proven in pest
experience, that careful course selections
and being prepared
with feasible
alternatives, will insure in the majority of
. cases a practical
and satisfactory

schedule. The Career Development Office
put together a series of sessions in which
teachers provided advice for. guidance in
course selections in particular fields of
law. The initial feedback from the students
has been positive. First year students are
reminded to get in contact with the Board
of Bar Examiners in the State where they
intend to practice, to become familiar with
. the particular course requirements and
suggestions. For more information on
semester hour requirements and course
descriptions, consult the NLC catalogue,
No bills will be mailed for tuition or preregistration fees at this time. Bills will be
picked up in August during registration.
Students are reminded that applications
for University Financial ,Aid are available
in Stuart Room 101, and that GAPSFAS
should be filed as soon as possible.
Free asks for "student cooperation in
the pre-registration procedure. There are
always last minute changes, but we (the
Administration) are working diligently.to ..
make the process as smooth as possible."
Moot Court for second-year evening'
, students will be offered on Thursday
- evenings from 6:50 to 7:40 in the Spring
semester next year. The course schedule
recently
distributed
to
students
. incorrectly. lists Moot Court on Friday
evenings.
The change
was made,
according to Audrey Free, Director ot
Student Assistance, so that second-year
evening students could take Moot Court
and Professional Responsibility the same

Guthridge Rer:aovation
IncludesTenant Change

night,
"Land Use Control System" offered
in the Spring by Kaufman will be a two
credit hour course instead of three .

.-'..

Curriculum Planning.
by Anne Wagner

During pre-registration students will be
devoting much attention to the curriculum
offered for the 1984-85 academic year. A
major source of information for course
selection is the NLC Bulletin containing a
list of 135 courses available to second and
third-year students during the 1983-84
school year. In pursui t of a schedule which
will reflect as many bar exam subjects as
possible, be compatible with work, and
allow at least two hours .between exams,
there may belittle time to inquire, about
how the cirriculum is developed and
whether all the courses. listed in the
Bulletin are, in fact, offered. But hasn't
everyone wondered at some point about
courses
with
exotic
names
like
"International
Humanitarian
Law of
Coercion" and "Science and the Legal
Process?" They're in the Bulletin but do
they ever make it to a classroom? Yes. In
fact, these are only 2 of 132 courses which
are on the schedule for next year.
,
According to the Schedule of Courses,
123 of the 135 courses listed in the current
Bulletin will again be offered in 84-85. Six
selections which the bulletin indicates as
having been previously included in the
curriculum but not offered this year will be
available next fall and spring, as will three
new additions. Twelve courses which were
listed and offered to students this year
have been dropped from next year's
schedule.
How and why do these annual revisions
come about? Recently, Dean Barron and
Arnold Reitze, chair of the' Curriculum
Committe,
discussed
in separate
interviews various aspects of curriculum
planning
and development.
Barron
indicated what he considered to be the four
major considerations
in curriculum
planning: the obvious need to offer col.lrses
dealing with basic areas of the law;
student in(etest; faculty interest and

competence; and faculty_availability. He
said
that
in
balancing
these
considerations, a special effort is made to
ensure that most advance courses in
specialized fields are present in' the
curriculum, 'if not every year, then in
alternate years. This is done in order to
give all students an opportunity to take the
course either in the second or third year.
In discussing to what degree student
enrollment affects a course's chance of
survival, Barron said that "a minimum
registration of 10 students during the
academic year and 12 students during the
summer term" is usually required for the
course to be taught. However he indicated
that this is not an inflexible cut-off point.
"As little as four or five students have
been registered for a course that was
allowed to continue;" Barron said. He.
added, however, that renewing the course
would be seriously evaluated from a
perspective emphasizing "efficient use of
resources."
,
Barron also addressed
the highly
controversial night school phase-out and
its effect on the curriculum. He said that
"all specialized courses taught by adjunct
faculty would continue to be offered at
night." Barron went on to say that
"assuming the part-time program would
be phased out, core JD courses wouldstill
be offered at night." Recognizing that
many students need to work or attended a
Washington area law school because of
valuable opportunities to get experience,
Barron explained that there was no
"hidden agenda to make life difficult for'
students by scheduling all classes during
the dey."
Arnold Reitze talked bout curriculum
planning
from
the
committee's
perspective. He cited past "lack of space"
as a major reason for the static
curriculum. With the recent construction,
Reitze sees an expanded role for the
Committee. "In another one or two years,

r

'

.,

graduate housing.
The Office of Housing and Residence The .'Gutbl:idge' House, formerly the
Life has not yetdecided how many of the
largest residence hall solely for graduate
·163 spaces in the Guthridge House will be
students, is being renovated as a residence
available for graduate students. However,
hall primarily for undergraduates.
The
the graduate students who do move into
building, once maintained by the Office of
the apartments will not find the new leases
Real Property" was transferred to the
nearly as favorable as the old leases. When
Office of Housing & Residence Life last
the building was managed by the Office of
July. This transfer was made to provide
Real Property, the leases ran from month
more
on-campus
housing
for
to month. The new leases will last for an
undergraduate
students. The graduate
entire academic year.
Under the
students who lived in the Guthridge
Apartments last year were forced to leave
new leases, rent payments will be due for
in July so that the renovations could begin.
the entire semester. While the newly
. Currently,
the' university
houses
renovated apartments will undoubtedly
approximately 2500 students, according to
provide residents with more pleasant
Sherri McGee, assistant director for
living conditions, the nine-month rent for a
Housing Services. The vast majority of
single apartment will range from $2,630 to
students living in on-campus housing are
$2,690. A double apartment is priced at
undergraduates. In fact, entering students
$2,580 and a triple will cost $2,350. This
(freshmen and transfers) are guaranteed
represents a sharp increase from the rent
on-eampus housing for their first year
previously charged. The few graduate
provided that they complete the necessary
students living in the Guthridge House will
application forms on time.
also have to contend with the extra noise
According to McGee, the- university
and commotion typically associated with
provides more housing for undergraduates
. ,an undergraduate dormitory.
because many landlords will not rent
apartments
to the younger students.
The university renovated the Guthridge
McGee 'also stated that undergraduates
House to raise the building's living
tend to be more concerned about living on
conditions to a level comparable to that of
campus than graduate students. In an
the other residence halls. A former
effort to make GW. more attractive to
resident of the Guthridge House described
prospective undergrads, the university
the building as
"roach infested fire
has sought to increase the availability of
trap." The building was virtually gutted
undergradua te on-campus housing, even if
and a new bathroom and kitchen fixtures
were installed.
.
that means decreasing the availability of

a

options will exist" for the Committee to
explore innovations in course offerings.
According to Reitze, most of the
Committee'sauthority
was transferred a
few years ago to the Committee on the 80s.
The Curriculum Committee is presently
responsible for evaluating and approving
the educational merit of recommended
courses making the yearly revisions in
course offerings, and attempting to ensure
truth' in advertising by making sure

students are not offered coursesthat do not
exist. However, any "long range planning
remains within the jurisdiction of the
Committee on the 80's," Reitze said.
.
In discussing why courses get dropped
from the schedule, both Reitze and Barron
cited a course in American Indian law as
an example of the difficulty in balancing
various considerations in arriving at a
successful curriculum. When the course
was put on the schedule, many thought it
to page 8
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From the Library

News Notes
Law School to Host
Career Consortium
On April 5 and 6, the Consortium of
Washington, D.C. Area Law Schools and
the Washington
Metropolitan
Area
Corporate
Counsel Association
will
sponsor a Corporate Career Program to be
held at the George Washington University.
The program will begin with a panel
discussion on "Practicing Law, within a
Corporation;" the program will be held in
Lerner Hall Room 201, from 8 to 10p.m. on
April 5. The panel moderator will be Frank
H. Menaker, vice president and general
counsel for Martin Marietta Corporation.
Panelists' are:
,Kathleen B. DeWeese, assistant general
counsel,
Potomac
Electric
Power
Company;' general counsel, Energy Use
Management Corporation.
Laurence
E.
Harris,'
president,
Metromedia Telecommunications.
Sanford Cloud Jr., consultant in law
communications and public affairs, Aetna
Life & Casuality
Companies.Robert
Fleshner, corporate counsel, Ringling
Brothers, Barnum & Bailey, Inc.
On April 6, a Corporate Career Day will
be held from 10 a.m, to 3 p.m. in the
Continental Room (3rd floor) at the
Marvin Center. Representatives from a
number of corporations will be present to
meet informally with students to discuss
the practice. of law in corporate legal
offices and to provide information on
career
opportunities
for corporate
attorneys and law-trained managers. The,
Corporate Career Day provides an ideal
opportunity to learn about corporate
practice and to make contacts with a large
. number
of corporate'
legal office
representatives.

Vein Vleck Results
Samuel Maizel and Joseph McCarthy,
counsel for the respondent, were winners
in the Van Vleck Appellate Moot Court
Board upperclass competition.,
Maizel and McCarthy argued against
Michele .Shean and Daria Zane in
University of Bacon v, Bantam in front of
Patricia M. Wald, a judge on the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the' District of
Columbia, Harold H. Greene, a judge from
the U.S District Court for the District of
Columbia, and Gerard D. Reilly, a judge
on the D.C. Court of Appeals, and a packed
audience.

by Mary Hotchkiss

Wald complemented
both sides for
understanding the policy reasons behind
the legal issues and fielding questions
from the bench as good as, if not better
than, many practicing attorneys.

Internships

Available

Lorna Cohen recently joined the law
library staff as' a reference librarian.
Lorna was most recently the law librarian
for the Washington office of Milbank,
Tweed, Hadley & McCloy. She received
her M.L.S. from UCLA and worked for
several years in California before moving
to Washington. We welcome her to the
National Law Center.

New and Improved: Lexis 'Adds Files
More than l00'pa>itions will be open to
. Now available on Lexis are the following
recent law graduates in the-1984 European
law reviews for the dates listed:
Law Internship Program conducted by
Columbia Law Review 10-82-1-84
McGeorge School of. Law (ABA, AALS,
Harvard Law Review 11-82-11-83
Order of the Coif). The postgraduate
program,
which offers interships
in
Theft
from page 1----private firms, companies and public
agencies throughout Europe, leads to
took the radio, nor was he carrying such a
either
the Diploma
in Advanced
device. The officers questioned him for
International
Legal
Studies
(one
about ten minutes, obtained his signature'
semester)
or the LLM-Trasnational
on a notification form, and released him.
Practice (two semesters),
Without more substantial evidence, the
Participants in the 1984 program will
officers have-no basis for an arrest, they
benefit from a special arrangement made
said.
by McGeorge School of Law with the
The victim, of the theft, unable to be
International Bar Association (IBA). More
reached for official comment, was said to
than 3;000 members of the IBA will
be upset and claimed that the security
convene in Vienna in September 1984, and
guards'
actions
were
inadequate.
participants in the McGeorge program
However, during an interview, Taylor was
will participate in the conference with
well versed in the procedure and noted
delegate
fees, transport
from. the'
that everyone, including the accused, has
McGeorge campus in Slazburg to Vienna,
rights.
He also stated that the monitors at
and lodging in Vienna provided by the
school. McGeorge interns will host an - the' library doors have no particular
authority, other than that of private
official reception for the IBA delegates.
citizens, to detain individuals they suspect.
. The law school also will offer summer
He said that the proper procedure is to let
programs in 1984 in Edinburgh, Scotland;
the security guards handle such situations.
Salzburg, Austria and Budapest, Hungary.
He also said that modifications to the
The various 1984 programs mark the.
" beginning of the school's second decade in ,
Europe.
,
.
, A McGeorge representativewill be on
campus
to interview
prospective
graduates and to provide information on
,th~ summer
programs
on April' 25.'
Information
is available
from the '
placement office on campus. Program:
brochures may be requested from MC '
George School', of Law', 3200 5th Ave., ,
_Sac"am'entl}, California 95817.

,Your gift can make
a difference.
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Computers on Ice
by Jim Lochner

T

he NLC's attempt to establish itself as
"America's
most
technologically
advanced law school" has not been without
technical difficulties. One such problem,
involving the Law Review and the
Journal's access to their computers was
only recently resolved.
The two publications were able to move
from their old offices in Stuart Hall to new
ones on the third floor of Burns Library in
late December. Upon relocating it was
discovered there was no cooling system for
their computers. So, for a month, while
they had access to their computers, they
could not use them. "
It is planned that by this summer a new,
main computer system, serving all the
NLC's needs will be installed. It will have
an elaborate cooling system, and the Law
Review and Journal terminals will be tied
I,'

into it. Both publications need use of
computers prior to the installation of the
new system, however, so .a temporary'
_cooling system has been devised.
. They are now using a "water loop"
system, which passes air over pipes cooled
. by water, into the room where the
"computers are located, and thereby cool
"the computers. It is possible that as the
weather becomes warmer the system
might have to be altered to assure the
computers remain adequately cooled.
PhiliP
May of the Journal stated that
while the cooling problem did delay the
work of both publications (by making the
use of computers
imposssible
over
vacation and the first weeks of classes), he
has been assured that all efforts will be
taken to prevent any further impediments
to access to the computers. And, this
summer when the main Law School
computer has been installed, the problems
of cooling their computers will be cured.

Catch Tuesday night fever every week at
liveliest meeting place.
Dance the evening

Georgetown

3205K SI..N.W.
Washington • 333·2565

University
of Chicago Law Review
Summer '82-5ummer '83
University of Penn Law Review 11-82-3-83
University of Virginia Law Review 10-8311-83
Yale Law Journal 11-82-1-84
The law reviews can be searched
indivdually or as a group.
Also new on Lexis is AMBAR, a library
that covers American' Bar Association
publications. Available in full text are the
Codes of Professional Responsibility and
Judicial
Conduct, the Formal
and
Informal
Ethics Opinions, 'and the
Constitution, Bylaws, and Rules of
Procedure of the House of Delegates,
among others. .
'.
_

security guard monitoring of university'<
buildings is a . matter
between the
individual deans or department heads and
the director of the security officers, and
that Dean Potts handles such matters for
the NLC.,
, Of course, the surest precautions against
such' thefts are to store belongings in
lockers, to carry them with you, or to have
a friend keep an eye on them. A sense of
community among the students is also a
• good deterrent, simply being more aware
of those around you, although some have
suggested that the size of the NLC may in
fact be the source of the crime. It is
possible that there is a thief among us.
Whether
insiders or 'outsiders are the
source of the thefts, the sudden flurry of
crime serves as a caution to those who
leave their belongings unattended.
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A~visor System Evaluated
by Ann P. Morton

, Judge ScaUa, from the U.S. Court of Appeals fOt-the District of Columbia, tells NLC
students to feel good about being asked questions during oral arguments.

Scalia ....
Offers 'Oral
-,Advocacy' Advice
by Sharon Hallanan

In a timely lecture, as first-year
students scramble to prepare their briefs
and o~al arguments for Moot Court; Judge
.Antonin Scalia of the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia spoke to NLC
studentsabout his experiences at the court
and his views on appellate advocacy.

"I don't have to say be brief in oral
argument," said Judge Scalia, noting that
there wasn't time to do otherwise. "I do
suggest that you be brief in your briefs.
Stop when you're done." The judge pointed
out that for the 16 cases he hears each
month, the stack of briefs probably
reaches from the floor to the ceiling.
see page 8'
-

EVERY AVAILABLE
AID FOR THE
LAW STUDENT

SBA President Kent Murphy is working
on the development of a faculty advisor
system for first-year NLC students, which
will provide them with a chance to seek
advice in adjusting to law school and in
defining their academic interests.
Some years ago, Prof. John Cibinic
originated a faculty advisor system, but in
his words, "it turned out to be a dud."
Under this program faculty and student
participation was voluntary. A prorata
share
of interested
students
was
distributed
to each faculty volunteer.Cibinic attrubuted the program's failure to
the lack of student interest. In some cases,
he noted, the relationship between the
assigned faculty member and the student"
did not work out. Thus the student never
took advantage of the professor's office.
hours.
Cibinic's
underlying
purpose
in
developing the advisor system was to
promote several benefits. For example, a
faculty advisor system may improve the
'., atmosphere of the NLC by indicating that
the faculty is willing to aid and assistfirst
year students. Moreover, it is desirable to
create
contacts
for students
with
professors
who are not necessarily
involved in the teaching of first year.
courses.
When the student
seeks
employment, a faculty advisor is a source
for reference letters.
"
"A defect of assigning each student a
particular faculty advisor," Cibinic says,
"is that it would tend to lock the student
into speaking only to that individual.
Students should talk to several professors'
and weigh the merits of their advice."
Professors,
for example, differ. with
respecfto the advice they give to students,
on course selection in anticipation of bar'
examinations. Cibinic notes that some
professors wtllsuggest that students take
certain courses because the subject
. rna tter will be include on a bar exam.'
Other professors will urge students tp elect
only those courses which interest them and
to take a bar review course simply to pass
the examination.'
.'
Having seen two attempts to sustain a
faculty llavisor system fail, Cibinic
believes that the main issue is not the
organization of a formal program. He
stresses that "whether or not there is an
advisor system, first-year law students

GILBERTS
SUM & SUBSTANCE
LEGALINES.
SMITH REVIEWS-NUTSHELLS
CASE NOTES

Writers Needed
Th~ .Advocate is il? n~ of writers. You needn't have had past experience
writing for a publication. Please fiII out the fonn below and drop it at the
Advocate office, B~5B Stuart Hall.
Name/

WEST'S BLACK .LETTER SERIES
, EMANUELS-HORNBOOKS
.
STA .IONARV SUPPLIES AND MORE

AT...
WASHINGTON
LAW BOOK CO.
1917 f)'e St., N.W.

should seek out faculty advice. The
opportunity is present now. Most faculty
members will take the time to talk to
students."
Presently,
in addition to students'
'seeking out faculty advice independently,
there remains the SBA-sponsored "Buddy
System" in which second-year students
volunteer to counsel first-year students.
Both Cibinic and Murphy find the Buddy
System unsatisfactory. However, faculty
members, unlike the students, can share
the value of actual experience in the legal
profession with first-year students. Cibinicviews the Buddy System as "the half-blind
leading the blind."
Murphy believes that giving a first-year
student a chance to develop a personal
contact with a faculty member would be a
' welcome improvement in the academic
atmosphere of the NLC With a faculty ,
advisor who is not teaching the student at
the time, the student may feel more
comfortable when talking about problems
and concerns since there will not be any
direct academic pressure accompanying
the discussion, which is not always the
case when students speak to their present
.professors, Murphy said.
At the Feburary 28 meeting of the
Committee on the 80s, Murphy suggested a
revival of the faculty advisor system. "On
the whole the Committee
members
seemed sympathetic tif the idea but, in
light of past failures, they indicated that it
is clearly up to me to develop a workable
plan," Murphy said. "I plan to speak to
Professor Cibinic about developing a
proposal."
Cibinic said he firmly opposed.to "any
paperwork" that might be involved in a
faculty advisor system. Further,
the
. system should be voluntary and used by
students who have specific questions. It
should not be viewed as a course approval
program for students prior to registration.
Despite past failures, Cibinic is not opposed to Murphy's interest in reviving the
faculty advisor program. "I am dubious,
nothostile, I don't see a significant change
in the attitude of law students. A few
students will regard the system as the
opening of a door previously closed to
them. My prediction is that if the faculty
advisor system is revived, students will
'not put it to great use," Cibinic said, "but I
would hope that my prediction would be
wrong."
,

_

Phone

--

Area of Interest
___
___
_~_
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

_

-

I understand that writing for the Advocate may not get me an interview with
Covington & Burling, but I still want to say something to my colleagues and
other people.
I just want to see my name in print.
I'm only interested if I get a salary or course credit..,
_
I wish to get more involved in the study of law at GW than just going to class
and trying to get past exams.,
.
I would like to try to leave things in a better condition than I found them.
I want to help report the news about the NLC.
~
I figure it couldn't hurt my resume.
I want to be sure I have a voice.
I want to design something other than a pleading or a memo and put it in
public print.
"
"I.know I'll never have an opportunity to do this sort of thing again.
,Ilike to practice the First Amendment, just to be sure it still works.

-,.(
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-

Rats Limit C()ffee

"Every classroom is now being utilizedas a classroom," Potts said. Thus, the only
, place to relocate the coffee lounge was in
The student
coffee
lounge was
Room 302, which is also being used as a
downgraded
and relocated _at the
beginning of' tpe spring semester.' due to'. .Iocker room and _study, area, until
renovations in Stockton are completed at
construction,
sanitation,
and space
the end of the current semester.
constraints, according to Associate Dean
In addition; Potts - said ,that
the
Edward Potts.
elimination of the doughnuts .was made
Potts' comments came in an interview
by his concern
of "rat
designed to elicit a response to an open '- necessary
infesta tion." ,
letter addressed to him by the Law Center
"Anytime you have construction in
Coffee Service (LCCS), a . student-run
Washington, there is a rat. problem," Potts
organization which formerly ran the now
said. "Exposed food must be kept to a
defunct coffee lounge in the basement of
'minimum while construcion continues,"
Stockton Hall.
he said.
The letter, which is posted in Stockton
and Lerner Halls, as well as in the law
library, accuses Potts of a lack of concern
H
for student needs in his decision to relocate,
e indicated that once the renovation of
the coffee lounge to Stockton' Hall Room
Stockton is completed this spring, a full
coffee and doughnut service will· be
30 2..
.
.
_ _ -resumed in a 'newly refurbished lounge on
According to Potts, the choice of where
the 'first floor of the new Stockton Hall,
to relocate the coffee lounge,' made
.
ided t d ts
be f
d t
it
necessary due to the renovation of the • provi e s u en can
oun 0 run 1 . '
basement, first and second floors of 'Stockton Hall, was limited due to space
. "Clearly, this is an interim measure,"
constraints.
Potts said of the relocation.
by H: Glenn Rosenkrantz

CINC

from page 1 ---------------

is not eliminated completely. She said that
some professors feel that the current
system, which allows. a student to change a
course to credit-no credit until end of the
semester, allows for abuse by students
who wait until the end of the semester to
decide which courses they want to 'avoid
taking for a grade.
Potts said that while he favors
eliminating the option altogether, he will
support the move to restrict its exercise to
the first
four weeks
of classes.
"Somewhere along the. line the election
should be made, and that should be it," he '
said. Allowing students to switch until the
end of the semester encourages students to
"play games" to improve their GPAs, he
said;
,
In a memo circulated to committee
members at the meeting last Friday, the
committee's
student members argued
against limiting the election time of the

Until this semester, the LCCS provided
students with doughnuts, coffee, tea, and
hot chocolate in the basement lounge of
Stockton Hall.
The LCCS's letter to Potts accuses him.
of a "take it or leave it" attitude in
working, with them regarding
the
temporary relocation of the lounge.
A ccording to Potts, this description of his
. attitude is "absolutely true" in lieu of the
space and sanitation constraints which
were presented by the ,continuing
, construction.
'rile LCCS, however, views the state of
the present lounge as neither tolerable nor
functional. The letter, signed by Raul
Herrera,
Jone Lemos,
and Frank
Solorzano, all of the LCCS, bases this view
on the fact that the current lounge lacks
.lounge space, is located in the middle of a
locker room, and is not backed up with
adequate
storage space for surplus
supplies.
Solorzano,
in a separate
interview, described the interim lounge as
"unrelaxing" and "intimida ting."

.... -----------------------option. The memo notes faculty concern
about students waiting "until the last
minute to decide whether to take a course
on a credit-no credit basis." .
However, the memo continues, "this
behavior militates against a finding that
. students work significantly less in classes
in which they elect the credit-no credit
grading option. If students in fact wait
until the end of the semester before
deciding to take a class on a credit-no
credit basis, then it is less likely that
students are targeting courses in which to
put little effort early on in a semester."
The student memo, which critiques
several of the arguments raised against
the credit-no credit option, was written in
response to a perception
by some
professors
that
students
are.
overconcerned with GPAs, Dunovan said.
That perception was unjustified, she said,
since students are merely reacting to a
tight job' market which places primary
0

importance on grades .
.In other business from the Scholarship
Committee, Dean Potts indicated that the
committee
would not reconsider
the
deferred examination proposal authored
by Prof. Arnold Reitze which had been
sent to but rejected by the faculty in
October of last year. Potts said the
proposal was a "dead issue" since the
faculty had indicated in a straw poll vote
that they did not favor the idea of changing
the current policy. The Proposal was voted
down in the straw poll by a vote of 14to 12.
Under -Reitze's proposal, a numerical
grade would have _been available for
students taking make-up exams. This.
make-up grade would not be included in
overall GPA computation and would not
affect a student's class rank. The current
deferred exam policy provides for a grade
of credit-no credit only and does not affect
the student's overall GPA.

The G W Jessup Cup International Law
Moot Court team received the highest
overall score after four rounds of oral
argument in the Mid-Atlantic Regional
Competition, February 18 and 19 at
Catholic University." The ·G W team,
composed of captain Gwen Dunham, Steve
Abrams, Lisa Defensor, Richard Mason
and Patricia McNall surpassed such
perennial rivalsas Georgetown, UVA and
nine other area law-schools to reach the
final round against five-time champion
Washington
& Lee. Although
most
spectators at the final round, including
faculty advisor Roger Transgrud, believed
GW won the last argument, the ultimate
decision favored Washington & Lee and
the NLC finished in second place. In
addition, McNall received the award for
the best oralist in the region. McNall was
also the best oralist in the intra-school
Jessup competition last summer.
This year's team' finished higher than
any previous Jessup Moot Court team
from GW. Last year's team placed third.,
losing, to Georgetown by six points.
Georgetown finished sixth this year,
seventy points behind GW. "We're all very
.thrilled and honored," stated team captain
Dunham, who was named second-best
Regional ora list, "We put forth our best
and it was a close race in the end. We're
very proud of the achievement ae made."
The success of this year's team is due
not only to hours of practice argument
before Profs. Transgrud, Seidelson, Park
and Schechter, but to an excellent in-house
competition last fall. The regional team is
selected from the winners of the in-house
competition. The Jessup Moot Court Board
is looking forward to even greater.
participation in next year's competition.
The board is planning an informational
meeting prior to registration this month
for those interested in taking upper class
moot court next fall.
Richard Mason
President, Jessup Moot Court Board

Members of Phi Alpha Delta and Guests:
YOU ARE INVITED
.to a

CongresaiorralJudicial Reception
DATE: Wednesday, March 14
TIME: 6:30-8:30 p.m.
PLACE: 2168 Rayburn House Building,
Independence and South Capitol Streets,
South Capitol Metro Stop
COST: $6.00 --SENATORS
JUDGES
MEMBERS OF CONG~ESS
ATTORNEYS
STUDENTS
GUESTS
RS.V.P:

Alana Gayle 727-2546 (W) 829-

0589 (H)

Randall Griffin 841-8592(W) 524-4332 (H)
Ron Hutchinson 786-0192<W) 533-3586 (H)

REFRESHMENTS

AND

BUFFET

Come and "rub elbows" with the VIPs
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Keep Discussing
One positive effect of the elimination of the evening JD division at the NLC has been
an increased discussion about making the NLC a better educational experience. A
good deal of the rationale put forth by the proponents of the proposal dealt with improvements which could be made if the night school were gone. On the other side,
student response to the proposal often focused on ways to make this a better school
without eliminating the night division.
Barring some sort of miracle at the Board of Trustees' meeting on March 15, the
night school is finished. The discussion of how to make this a better school should
continue.
.
For the remainder of the school year, the Advocate would like to offer its pages for "that task. Dean Barron, Prof. Green, Prof. Dienes, Prof. Nash, Prof. Kayton, the
SBA, members of SNS, and all others interested, we invite you to help define the
problems in an open discussion and to propose suggestions to remedy them.
There will be two more issues of the Advocate this semester: Friday, April 6th and
Friday, April 20th. The deadlines for submissions will be one week prior to
publication.

From Prof~ Nash
Editor's note: Prof. Nash circulated the
following letter to the faculty on February
14,1984. Although the night school issue is
no longer before the faculty, Nash said the
memo raises questions which he feels still
deserve discussion.
.
.
The proposal ofthe Committee of the 80s
to abolish the night division is clearly the
first step in making radical changes to the
law school. Before we vote on this proposal
it is essential that we evaluate the goals
which we hope to achieve and the steps
which we intend to take to reach these
goals. Without this information" we are
voting in the dark.
The tentative
1984-85 "schedule is
illuminating in pointing the direction
which we are taking. The major second
and third year courses are being scheduled
at hours which make it very inconvenient
for day students to work for law firms.
This action would indicate that our
ultimate goal is to preclude day students
from working so that they will devote their
full attention to the study of law. Yet we
have not told our present students of this
change nor is there any indication that we
intend to clearly notify future applicants.
If this is our ultimate goal, we should
fully debate it before it is implemented. Is
it feasible to accomplish this by scheduling
or will we merely further reduce th
effectiveness of our students? If it works,
will we change the nature of our student
.body? If it works, what will it do the the
placement situation? Do we believe that
the clinical education our students receive
working for law firms is undesirable or
ineffective? Would it be better to capitalize
on this law firm experience rather than
fight it? Do we have adeuqate faculty
resources to fully engage Ute students in
stimulating work?
As you can see, I have serious doubts as
the the course on which we are embarking.

In my field of government contracts, we
have regularly placed students in law
firms in their second and third year. The
experience they have gained has been
valuable in their study of· Government
. contract law; and they have frequently
been offered post-graduation jobs as a
direct result of their clerking. From my
perspective, our location, which makes
this possible, is a major asset which should
. not be lightly discarded
Let me hasten to say I am not happy
with effort our second and third year day
students devote to their work here at the
law school. I would favor an open dialogue
between the students and the faculty on
measures that can be taken to improve the
current situation. I believe that the faculty
is as much at fault in this area as the
. students and that we have much to gain
from a frank appraisal of our teaching
techniques. I· further believe that the
students
need, to be told of our
dissatisfaction
with their classroom.
performance. Together, we can address
our perceived problems and attempt to
formulate
solutions.
Without
the
cooperation
of the students,
administrative efforts to unilaterally deal
with these problems are doomed to
failure ..
All of these issues are highly relevant to
the decision we are being asked to make
regarding the night division. If we decide
to bend our' efforts toward being a law .
school where students devote their full
time to the study of the law, abolition of the
night division is a sensible step. To the
contrary, if we decide that we should use
the local resources
to incorporate
practical work into the teaching of the law,
abolition of the night school makes little
sense (since many of the night students
are obtaining the best clinical education
available in the nation). This fundamental
issue should be part of our debate.

Night School Ep'ilogue
by Anne Wagner

The recent debate concerning the evening JD program contains the seeds for many
stories. One can focus on te attempts of a modern university to improve its standing in
a highly competitive market. That story would concentrate on the necessary
balancing of the needs rl the academic community and the economic realities of
maintaining a viable academic institution. But much has already been said about
striking the balance while preserving integrity.
Certainly much remains to besaid about the individuals whose lives have been, will
be, affected by the phase-out of the night program: the struggle of those who attained
theJDdegree through the evening program and have gone on to participate in and be
a credit to the legal profession; the bitter disappointment of others who will be denied
the opportunity to try.
.
In a time when student activism has often been the subject of requiems and wistful.
longings the NLC saw a group of students rapidly joining together to challenge a
decision'they thought unjust. One group, the Supporters of the Nightschool, intelligently and forcefully put forth a view that needed to be heard and provided th
student body with an opportunity to express its opinions. For those involved in SNS: it
.
to page '1
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The next issue of. the Advocate will be published on
Friday, April sth. Deadline for submissions will be
Friday, March 30th.
.
'f

-'
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Moot Court Drains

NightSchool

by Jim Lochner
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Yet another attempt.to

exploit the insanity defense.
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wa~ a sacrifice of precious time and energy. In the end, the group disintegrated f~r
various reasons. ~ut the ~act that it e~i~ted atall standas as an eloquent response to
those who speak disparagingly and derisively of student involvement.
There is even a story to be found in the faculty vote. Surely, among those who voted
in favor of-the <;ommittee's prop.osal, there must havebeen a few who, though not
altogether convinced by the rationale, nonetheless felt 'compelled to support the
phase-out.
However, one story appears to have been lost in the "rush to judgement." At the
heartof this story lies the suspicion that in essence there was never any real debate.
One wonders whether the episode that began in January was merely an eiplogue to
. what was-In fact, a fait accompli. ITthat is true, then all the protest, the arguments
against the proposal made by faculty and students, th student referendum were sound
and fury signifying nothing except that they are on teh record.
.
As. a law s~.dent who still believes in -the integrity of the legal profession despite
~ubhc skepbclsm ~nd our own acquired cynicism, this aspect of the drama is particularly discouraging, The heartbreat of the legal process in the American scheme is
due process. Due process is nothing if not a guarantee that judgment will be rendered
onlyafte a meaningful opportunity to be heard. Meanginful opportunity demands that
a full and fair consideration be given the issues before decisions are reached.
We attend law school in order to acquire knowledge of the law. In the process we
come to respect the rpinciples upon which the legal system is grounded. For the NLC
to act in derogation of the very principles which constitute its reason for ~eing seems
peculiarly abusive.
..'
Life !sn't fair. The~Ci~ not a court of law where abrogation of due process could
result m reversal. This isn ta democracy.,But, dowe not have a right 0 expect at least
as much from the NLC as will be expected from us when we become members of the
profession forwhich the NLC has prepared us?
.

Students ..~
due toward the end of the first semester, as
students began to get ready for finals. He
prefers the change, and said that students
have more time to work on assignments.
It is 4:30 in the morning and your Moot
However, he does not think they should let
Court brief is due in 13 hours. You have
work in other courses Jail off as a result of
already condensed your Statement of the
Moot Court.
Both Simon and teaching
Case to "pertinent facts may be found in
fellow Sharon Carton said they tried to
the Trial
Record,"
and' Table of
pose problems that students would find
Authorities to "authority is provided
interesting. In grading the Moot Court
throughout-the brief." Now you find you've
work of their students they both indicated
lost your citations to a key section of your
they would' place much more emphasis
argument. You might decide to quit and go .
upon the briefs than the oral argument, but
to bed, telling yourself you would rather
said that they thought the .arguments
have your old job as a bicycle mechanic
provided a "good experience" in public
than be a lawyer anyway. Or, you mightspeaking for the students.
.
try to slide by without citations, hoping if
The teaching fellows have a great deal of
the subject comes up at oral argument you
freedom in organizing their courses. The
. can say, "Ooops, I forgot. Sorry." Almost
NLC only mandates that they require
certainly by this point you' are asking
students to submit a brief, participate in
yourself, "Why am I doing this?"
oral argument and do a re-write of the
According to the Law School Bulletin,
brief. As a result-across the sections there
first year students must take Moot Court to
is little uniformity in the type of problems
gain experience in the writing of appellate
. facec by students (beyond feeling they
briefs-and in the argument of an appellate
need more time) -or specific course
case. After having finished the briefs most
requirements.
everyone agrees writing the briefs is an
Other than not liking to write lengthy
"experience," and, while acknoledging the
briefs and make oral arguments there is
importance of being able to research and
very little the first-year student can' do
write persuasive
arguments,
many'
about Moot Court and its requirements. It
question the amount of time it takes to
is unlikely the NLC will drop this program,
. write satisfactory
papers
and the
.and its forma t can really only be changed
imposition it places upon other classwork.
as to the amount of work required, not the
Teaching fellow Todd Simon. said' he
type. Some students said they did not
noticed that students were putting more
really mind Moot Court too much; for they
effort into writing the briefs than in his
figure once entering the "real world"
first year teaching at the NLC. He believes'
where problems are not moot, they will
from discussions with students, that this
have. to work harder on even trickier
effort would result, overall, il) higher
questions. However, one student has seen
quality papers. He thought splitting Legal'
a silver lining to this dark picture - in the
:.Wdtingand Moot Court into two semesters
real world one has the option of waiving
could be .the reason for the greater effort,
.oral argument.,
since last year the appellate briefs came

Epilogue

... Professors

Take Notice
i

a law st~dent. He characterized himself as'
a "crammer,"
since writing for law
review took up much of his time. Dienes'
.You're a first-year student. The wind is • trick was to "get into study groups with
smarter people who could be of value to
dying down. The sun-is warm and friendly.
me." At that time, Steven Emanuel was
Birds are singing. Spring is here. You
still in junior high school, so Dienes relied
probably just got over the flu. Your sinuses
on outlines made by former students and
are finally unclogging after being subject
professors when they were students at
to continuous dust explosions triggered by
Northwestern. By way of solace, Dienes
opening moldy state reporters. You are
promises "summer will come soon."
finished with Moot Court. Things are
When the weather starts to get warmer,
looking up. Now you are dismayed as you
find that at the end of the tunnel lies more - bodies patiently neglected during the
paper chase will begin to distract the
tunnel. Remember how to brief a case?
overworked brain. When Brown was a
You now find yourself three weeks behind
student, he realized that "the' brain can
in class work.
take only so much." For better efficiency
Has .the decline in-class, preparation
in studying, Brown disciplined himself to
been noticeable
to first-year
class
take short breaks from work. "A lot of
professors?
After Prof. Tom Dienes
learning takes place in the subconscious,"
'finished laughing, he commented, "There
Brown said. "It needs time to sort it all
have been more passes in this week than in
out." As a student, Brown went running
the whole year." Students have not been
and swimming. While pollution renders
stoic in hiding their dilemma from the
the Potomac more suitable for walking
faculty. Profs, David Sharpe, Max Pock,
and James Brown decided to give Socrates - across than swimming, the Smith Center
at 22nd and G Streets offers a wide range
a rest until the 'brief' storm passed. Fear
of facilities
including
swimming,
not, fellow Section .12ers, though Brown
weightlifting, basketball and racketball.
says he will be forced to speed up after
If you don't like athletics, Washington
deliberate slow going,.Pock and Dienes
offers magnificent museums, as well as
are still on schedule .....~. ;';~'j," :.>'
quality theater, complete with student
Does anyonewarif
)~tO: 'hear··'taculty
discounts at me Kennedy Center. Perhaps
. pointers .on how to makeup lost ground?
you can even write for the Advocate (so
Dienes, who teaches Constitutional Law,
this reporter can get some work donel).
says to work with the cases. Hornbooks
Keep things in perspective, advised
and outlines are useful if not abused. They
Brown. "Remember, you are all in the
are good devices to act as checklists to see
same boat," he said. "There are many
if you understand the material, but they
others feeling the same stress." Brown .
should not replace individual analysis.
added that law students are "at an age
Study groups are very helpful in this area.'
when one good night sleep will bring you
Brown, who teaches Property, sees
back up to 95 percent. Two nights will put
'some good coming.from
this crush.
you.up to 100 percent and maybe even a
"Lawyers have to learn how to digest.a
little tougher. IT you feel intimidated in
great deal of material in a short time and
class, don't-worry, You wouldn't be here if
get to the useful points,"he said. The focus'
you didn't have the capacity t<~ do it.
of studying; accordingtoBrown, is how-the
Believe in yourself."
material relates to the overall course. The
"After graduation, it will be worse,"
expanded table of contents of the textbook
said Pock with sarcastic glee. If that is
should serve asa guide. A student should .
true; the present should not be sacrificed
think about why the' author put the.
on an altar to a harder future. Work hard,
material where It-is. The essence of the
but give yourself a break. This reporter
material should then be alayzed to see how
promises not to make Law Review behind
it applies' to the "outline."
anybody's back.,
Dienes said he would often fall behind as
by Michael Goldsmith
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Scalia

Night School Vote

from page 4

"I don't know how to tell somebody to be
a good oral advocate; I've been impressed
by diverse styles,"Scalia
said. He
suggested that Iawyers determine what
style is best suited to their personalities
and the case which is being tried.
"D on't waste time telling us about the
facts," Scalia advised. "The really classy
advocate says, 'We assume the court is
familiar with the facts' and gets on with
the argument of law." The judge said tha t
advocates should recognize that "you are
not in control of your oral argument," and
should feel good about being asked a lot of
questions. "The trick is to steer the court's
concerns to your strong points," Scalia
said.
The judge also noted that the questions
judges
ask may
be a way
of
communicating to each other about points
they want to emphasize. "It only makes
sense when you realize that the judges
haven't spoken to each other about the
case," Scalia said. "The kiss of death is'
not letting go of a bad point," said Scalia.
When a judge has found a flaw 'in
reasoning, Scalia advised the counsel
acknowledge it and quickly move on to
another point.
Asked about the importance of oral
argument in the decision-making process,
Scalia answered, "I have really been
amazed at how often 1 am swayed. Not
usually or all the time, but often."
..

.C~rriculum

from page 2

_

would be popular. However, it consistently
. drew only a handful
of students.
Eventually, it was eliminated from the
program for lack of interest. Barron
described the process of determining what
courses will attract students as sometimes
,like "taking a stab in the dark."
Students have recently expressed a
. desire to have a sports and entertainment
law course included in the schedule.
According to Reitze, the Curriculum
Committee tabled the application because
it lacked the requisite specificity for the
Committee's consideration. He said that
an application must address in detail
questions such as materials to be, used,
teachers, and subject matter before the
Committee can evaluate the proposal.

No -Nuke Film at NLC
"War Without Winners," a movie about.
avoiding nuclear war will be shown on
Tuesday, March 13 at 8 p.m. in Lerner 201
for free.
The movie stars Paul Newman.Caspar
, Weinberger, Paul Warnke, Admiral G.
LaRocque, General D, Graham and others
expressing their thoughts, fears and hopes
about the future in a nuclear age.
The movie is sponsored by the Lawyers
Alliance for Nuclear
Arms Control
(LANAC), a non-profit, non-partisan
organization of attorneys, judges, law
professors, students and librarians, legal
secretaries and, paralegals. The goals of
LANAC are to organize ,a nationwide
constituency
of legal professionals
sensitive to the risk of nuclear war and
develop proposals
for "reducing the
• likelihood of nuclear war ..

·Pass
While everyone has heard" how few
lawyers Japan has, that country actually
has more law students than the U.S.,
according to a November 1983issue of the .
Student Lawyer. The article said Japan
had 150,000law students compared to the
U.S.'s 123,000 in 1980 and also had -more
law school graduates take the bar exam
than the U.S.: 300,000 to 24,000.
The catch is the U.S. pass rate varies
from 45 percent in New Jersey to 99 percent in North Dakota, whil e Japan's pass
rate is 1.5 percent, according to the article.

proposal and considering it ata later date,
it is more than likely to submit the
proposal to the. board that afternoon. The
committee also is likely to support the
proposal, said Elliot, because the proposal
has the Dean's and the faculty's support.
The Committee on Academic Affairs is
comprised of approximately
six board
members and one faculty and one student
representative.
The committee handles
issues dealing with the master academic
plan of the university and is helping redefine the university's academic mission,
explained Guarasci,
.
·Elliottsaid the committee has allocated
one hour for the presentation 'of different
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to allow presentations will be made by
either Lynn Clark, chairperson of the
committee,
or James Mitchell, vice
chairperson, said Cohen.
.
"According to Judge Lawrence Margolis,
president of the GW Law Association, the
association's
.board of directors
has
drafted a resolution that he will submit to
the university's board. The resolution
states thatan overwhelming number of·
expressions from the NLC alumni are in
opposition to the termina tion of the
evening J.D. program,

viewpoints on the issue. Sheldon Cohen, a
committee
member
delegated
with
organizing
the' incoming
proposal
materials, said the committee meeting
will be closed to presentations. At the
same time, he indicated it may be opened
up.
Having the written materials mailed to
the committee
and having a closed
meeting will give us the benefit of having
the reports, said Cohen, and the time to
discuss the proposal.
Should oral presentations be permitted,
continued Cohen, they probably will be
limited to two NLC faculty members, one
each pro and con, one law school alumni
and one SBA representative. The decision

Editor's Note: 'Copies of the materials
generated by the night school dispute are
now on reserve in the law library.

'HOW SECURE WILLYOU FEEL
AT BUSINESS LUNCHES WITHOUT
- THE AMERICAN EXPRESS CARD?
The Americari Express/Card can he as important to your
new job as a pinstripe suit After all, it won't be long
before you're out at a business lunch or offon a business
trip.' And at times like these, the Card is a must
Besides; it :"i. a terrific \V~lY to start establishing
your credit history. And it comes in handv for all
sorts of personal expenses. Bestof all, its simple
.toget. All you need is the promise of a $10,000
. career-oriented job. So before you pick up your
pinstripe suit, pick up an application on campus.
And apply for U1eAmerican Express Card. Then,
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leave school without it:"
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